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Abstract: In 2009, Kisselev et al. proposed an orbital solution –– with a period of 490 centuries –– for the double star system STF 619. Based on the parallaxes of the stars in STF 619
according to Gaia Data Release 2, the stars are at least one parsec apart. Moreover, their relative velocity is roughly 200 times that of the system’s escape velocity. Thus, they are likely
gravitationally independent. Furthermore, Scardia et al. proposed a linear solution that appears
more plausible than Kisselev et al.’s orbital solution based on a polynomial Excel trendline of
the unweighted historical measurements. However, because of the similarity of the linear and
orbital fits over the short arc of observations, there is still uncertainty. We also made our own
measurements of STF 619’s position on March 1, 2019; we found the separation and position
angle to be 4.04 arcseconds ± 0.019 (1 ± SEM) and 158.5° ± 0.573 (1 ± SEM), respectively.

Introduction
There are two types of double star systems: optical
and physical. Optical doubles are two stars that are
physically distant from one another but appear close
together on the celestial sphere. In contrast, the stars
that constitute a physical double have similar distances
from Earth and movements through space. Some physical double star systems are binary. The stars in a binary
system are gravitationally bound and share a mutual
orbit about their center of gravity. Based on the orbit of
a binary star system, the combined mass of the stars
can be determined. This, in turn, enables astronomers
to establish the relationships between temperature, radius, and mass with greater precision.
However, double star orbits may be proposed with
insufficient data, which sometimes results in optical
doubles being classified as binary star systems and vice
versa. Therefore, in order to ensure accurate system
classifications, continued observation of double star
systems is crucial.

Target Selection
When searching the Washington Double Star
(WDS) catalog for a double star system to study, several restrictions had to be considered. In order to observe
the system, it needed a right ascension (RA) between

roughly five and 17 hours so that it would be visible in
the late winter when these observations were made.
Additionally, resolving the double required a separation of at least four arcseconds and a difference in magnitude of at most one. (The smaller the separation, the
smaller the delta magnitude had to be.) Furthermore, a
star with a proposed orbital solution and no fewer than
20 previous observations –– taken over the course of at
least 50 years –– was desirable because it would allow
us to compare our observations to an existing orbital
solution as well as prior measurements.
Among all of the stars that satisfied the aforementioned conditions, STF 619 was selected. (STF 619 is
also known as WDS 05013+5015 in the WDS catalogue and ADS 3953 in the Astrophysics Data System
catalogue.) The proposed orbital solution for this system has a period of 490 centuries. Because the system
has been observed for less than two centuries, more
observations are needed to make conclusions about this
star with confidence. The coordinates of STF 619 are
05H 01' 19.93" +50º 15' 25.3", placing it in Auriga.
The position of the system is shown in Figure 1, which
was captured using Stellarium software. STF 619 was
discovered by Friedrich Georg Wilhelm von Struve
(1793 - 1864) in 1830.
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Figure 1. Position of STF 619 (indicated by white marker)
relative to the constellations Auriga and Perseus.

STF 619’s Classification as Physical
In his paper on the European Space Agency’s Gaia
Data Release 2 (DR2), Richard Harshaw describes four
factors that can be used to estimate “physicality” ––
that is, the likelihood that a double star system is physically related (Harshaw, 2018). He calculated the distance between the stars, their relative proper motions,
the R2 values of linear versus polynomial fits, and relative radial velocities in comparison to escape velocity.
To finally estimate the system’s physicality, each factor
was weighted.
To be classified as a physical system, the stars must
have similar parallaxes. Because the parallaxes came
from Gaia DR2, Harshaw weighted this factor at 75%.
A 10% weight was given to proper motion, 10% to R2
fit, and 5% to relative radial velocity analysis. After the
calculations and weighted factors were applied to all
the double stars in the WDS, the stars were sorted into
classes as shown in Table 1. STF 619 was categorized
as “Y?,” meaning it has 65% to 85% likelihood of being physical.

Figure 2: Kisselev et al.’s orbital solution as it appears in the
WDS catalog (top) and a magnified image of the short arc of
measurements.

Previous Solutions
Kisselev et al. proposed the currently accepted orbital solution for STF 619 in 2009 using the method of
apparent motion parameters (Kisselev, 2009). Figure 2
shows his orbital solution as listed in the WDS catalog.
The green data points were measured via micrometer,

Physicality
Classification
Definitely Physical
(Y or Y?)

Percent
Likelihood

Number
of Stars

Percentage
of Stars

> 65%

46,061

33%

Maybe

50 - 65%

6,871

4.5%

??

35 - 50%

6,613

4.5%

No

< 35%

11,642

8%

Unknown

Insufficient Data
for Classification

68,595

49%

Table 1: The number of stars in each of Harshaw’s physicality classes.
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Figure 3. Observations of STF 619 from 1830 – 2000. The curve
corresponds to the orbital solution proposed by Kisselev et al.

and pink and blue measurements were taken, respectively, photographically and with speckle interferometry.
Figure 2 shows Kisselev et al.’s orbital solution is
tentative because STF 619 is a short arc binary –– that
is, only a small portion of its orbit has been observed.
The magnified image of the arc from Kisselev et al.'s
original paper is shown in Figure 3. The suggested arc
in Figure 3 appears flipped relative to Figure 2 but this
is likely due to Kisselev et al.’s use of a compass rose
in which North is up.
In contrast, a rectilinear solution was proposed by
Scardia et al. (Scardia, 2017). The five parameters that
define Scardia et al.’s linear solution are shown in Table 2. The lack of consensus between the solutions proposed by Kisselev et al. and Scardia et al. indicates that
the nature of this double remains uncertain.

Methods and Observations
Images of STF 619 (shown in Figure 4) were taken
by Ryan Caputo around 22:30 US Central Time on
March 1, 2019 (roughly day 2458544.7 of the Julian
calendar). An Explore Scientific ED102 apochromatic
refractor telescope with an aperture of 102 mm was
used. Although the telescope’s focal length is usually
714 mm, Caputo used a 2x Barlow lens, which effectively doubles the focal length. It has a triplet lens,
which reduces chromatic aberration by focusing three
wavelengths of light onto the same point instead of two

Table 2. A linear solution for STF 619 including five parameters
proposed by Scardia et al. The final column gives the predicted
position angle and separation for January 1 of 2017 and 2018.

Figure 4. One of the images of STF 619 taken by Caputo.

as in many refractors. While the telescope’s aperture is
small compared to many research telescopes, there are
many factors besides aperture size involved in the accuracy of images, such as mount tracking, camera noise
and seeing. Having the telescope actively operated by a
person makes it easier to account for these other factors
(Caputo, 2019).
The camera used was a ZWO-ASI 1600 mm cooled
[version 3], which uses a CMOS sensor rather than a
CCD as in most astronomical research cameras. The
camera has a Peltier-type cooler, which keeps the camera at a temperature of 30° Celsius below ambient. This
is important for imaging because an increase in temperature of seven to eight degrees on a CMOS sensor can
double the thermal noise of the image (Bracken, 2017).
The telescope mount employed was a Sky-Watcher
AZ-EQ5 (shown in Figure 5). It is a German Equatorial
Mount design, which only tracks along one axis, rather
than two as in the case of an altazimuth mount. This
makes the telescope more precise. To track the sky
more accurately, an autoguider system was used. The
autoguider corrects small tracking errors of the mount
by detecting motion of a preselected guide star in the
guide scope and directs the mount to move a precise
distance in the opposite direction. Since no mount can
indefinitely and perfectly track, the autoguide system is
critical to reducing mount error. A luminance filter,
which blocks infrared and ultraviolet light from entering the telescope, was also part of the setup. The refracting telescope poorly focuses infrared and ultraviolet light, but the camera used is sensitive to such wavelengths. Thus, the luminance filter is important to reduce chromatic aberration.
Before making calculations based on the images,
the photographs were checked for saturation. Saturation occurs when the photon recording capacity of a
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Image Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
Average
Standard Error
of the Mean

Separation
(arcseconds)
4.11
4.08
4.01
3.99
4.06
3.99
4.04

Position Angle
(degrees)
160.8
160.2
157.9
157.4
157.5
157.4
158.5

0.019

0.573

Table 3. Separation and PA of STF 619 according to an AstroImageJ analysis of Caputo’s images.

Figure 5. Caputo’s astrophotography setup, used to image
STF 619.

pixel has been exceeded and thus the charge of the
freed electrons surpasses the pixel’s storage ability. All
of the relevant pixels were far from saturated.
The images were then platesolved using Astrometry.net. In order to calculate the separation and position
angle (PA) of STF 619, the star centroids were found
using the AstroImageJ (AIJ) software’s aperture photometry tool. AIJ locates the centroids by calculating a
weighted average of the brightness of the pixels within
the area of interest. If the aperture of the photometry
tool is set too large (i.e. four pixels as opposed to
three), either too much of the background would be included or the other star’s light might bleed into the aperture. Therefore, setting the aperture appropriately was
important. After locating the centroid of each star, AIJ
automatically computed the separation and PA. These
measurements are summarized in Table 3.

Analyzing the Observations of STF 619 Using
Excel
Using Richard Harshaw’s Plot Tool 2.1, STF 619’s
historical data (provided by the United States Naval
Observatory) was graphed in Microsoft Excel, as
shown in Figure 6. This plot of unweighted data shows
the secondary star’s position relative to the primary,
which is at the origin. Our photographic measurement
is indicated with a red triangle. The linear trend line at
the right has a marginally lower R2 value (0.8674) than
that of the second degree polynomial fit at the left
(0.8738). However, the fact that the polynomial trendline curves away from the primary star suggests that
STF 619 is not a binary system, because this is the opposite of what would occur if the two stars were gravitationally bound.

Analysis of Proper Motion
The proper motion (PM) of a star is the rate of
change of its RA and declination (dec). It is usually

Figure 6: Unweighted plot of historical observations of STF 619 with second degree polynomial (left)
and linear (right) trend lines. All axis scales are in arcseconds.
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measured in milliarcseconds of change of RA and dec
over a year. In a gravitationally bound double star system, the two stars must move together through space in
order to orbit each other, so the PM’s of the primary
and secondary must be similar. The PM ratio (Eq. [1]

( PM RAprimary − PM RAsecondary ) + ( PM Decprimary − PM Decsecondary )
2

PM ratio =

length of the longer vector between primary and secondary net PM

2

[1]

can be used to quantify the difference in PM between
two stars and determine whether or not they may be
gravitationally bound.
As a general rule, if the PM ratio is less than 0.2,
then the two stars could be gravitationally bound. However, if it is greater than 0.6, the stars are likely gravitationally independent (Harshaw, 2016).
Our proper motion analysis relied on data provided
by Gaia DR2, which was released in April 2018. As of
the time of this study, Gaia DR2 is the most recent data
and likely the most accurate. The PM values of the primary and secondary stars are summarized in Table 4.
Based on Gaia DR2 and Equation 1, STF 619 has a
PM ratio of 0.594. Because it is much greater than 0.2
but less than 0.6, more evidence is needed to determine
whether STF 619 is a binary system. Figure 7 shows the
PM vectors of the two stars. The green line represents
the PM vector of the primary; the red line represents
that of the secondary. This figure shows that the primary and secondary stars are moving in different directions. The circles on the figure are several times larger
than the errors on proper motion listed in Table 4, so
there is no possible way for the proper motions to overlap.

Analysis of Parallax
Parallax is the angle of apparent shift of a star relative to background stars. Based on the parallax, the distance between Earth and a celestial body can be determined. Using D[pc] =1 / p[a.s.] and the parallax provided by Gaia DR2 (Table 5), the distance between Earth
and STF 619’s component stars was calculated.
In order to calculate possible error on distance, the
distance (in parsecs) is expressed as a function of the
parallax (in arcseconds): D = f(p). The error on this

Figure 7. PM vectors of the primary and secondary stars in STF
619, based on Gaia DR2.

function is approximated as (Error on D) = (Error on
p) * (dD/dp). Since D = 1/p, (dD/dp) = -1/p2. Therefore,
because the sign on error can only be positive, the error
on D can be calculated using Equation 2:
Error on D =

Error on p
p2

The errors on the distances to the two stars individually are shown in Table 5. Because it is suspected that
there may be a systematic error as large as 0.1 mas with
Gaia parallaxes, we added 0.1 mas to the error reported
in Gaia (Luri et. al., 2018). We then used the new error
estimates to calculate the error on distance and found
that the minimum possible separation of the stars is
around one parsec radially. It is likely that the actual
separation in space is much larger than a parsec. However, these parallax data do not support either a binary
or optical status due to the large uncertainty.

PM RA(mas/yr)

PM RA Error
(± mas/yr)

PM Dec
(mas/yr)

PM Dec Error (±
mas/yr)

Primary

20.092

0.062

-29.382

0.054

Secondary

-1.341

0.065

-40.991

0.056

PM Ratio

[2]

0.594

Table 4. PM values of the primary and secondary stars in STF 619.
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Parallax
(mas)

Parallax Error
(Gaia DR2)
(± mas)

Distance
(with Revised Error)
(pc)

Range of Possible Distances from Earth
(pc)

Primary

4.3061

0.0372

232 ± 7.3

225-239

Secondary

4.5958

0.0375

217 ± 6.5

210-224

Table 5. Distance of STF 619’s individual components with error.

xt = xo + xa  t

Analysis of Three-Dimensional Space Velocities

[4]

To find the relative three-dimensional space velocity, the angular proper motions are converted to linear
motions using parallax. The relative motion vector is
the square root of the sum of the star’s squared relative
motions in RA, Dec, and radial velocity. This sum is
maximized when sum of the squared relative motions is
maximized, as shown in Equation 3.

The time in years elapsed between xt and xo is symbolized with t. The value of x at the time of the first
measurement is represented with xo; xa is the rate of
change of x as a function of time in years. Using this
equation with the values from Table 2, we determine
that according to Scardia et al.’s solution, the secondary
star should be at (1.403487, -4.00390). According to
2
2
2
[3] Kisselev et al.’s ephemeris, using the interpolation techRelativeVelocity = (VRA − VRA ) + (VDec − VDec ) + (VRadial + VRadial )
Therefore, to account for the error of each compo- nique described by Bush et al. (Bush et al., 2018), the
nent shown in Table 6, the absolute value of each term secondary star should be at (1.336266, -3.873306) at
in Equation 3 must be maximized and minimized. Us- the time of our measurement. We measured the seconding this equation, the stars were found to have a relative ary star at (1.47969, 3.75915).
The residuals (the distance between our measurevelocity with a magnitude of approximately 26 km/s ±
ment
and STF 619’s predicted position) were found
0.7 km/s. Since the primary star is listed in the WDS as
using
the formula for distance between points on a
spectral class G, and has a luminosity class V according
sphere:
to its luminosity of 7.418 L in Gaia DR2, it can be
assumed to have a mass slightly greater than that of the
2
2
[5]
Separation = d x cos d y + d y
Sun. If M = 1.6 solar masses, the escape velocity of the
secondary at 1 pc is approximately equal to 0.12 km/s.
Therefore the stars’ relative motion is more than a facThe difference between RAs and RAp (in arcsector of 200 greater than their escape velocity.
onds) is notated with dx; dy symbolizes the difference
between Decs and Decp. We found our measurement to
Comparing Scardia’s Linear Solution to Kisbe 0.26 arcseconds away from Scardia et al.’s linear
selev’s Orbital Solution
prediction but only 0.18 arcseconds away from the orAt the time of our measurement, the relative posi- bital ephemeris. However, the point predicted by the
tion between STF 619’s component stars as predicted Excel trend line at the right of Figure 6 is considerably
by Scardia et al.’s linear solution slightly differed from closer to Scardia’s prediction than to the orbital ephemthat of Kisselev et al.’s orbital ephemeris. Scardia et eris prediction. The points are plotted in Figure 8.
al.’s linear solution uses Cartesian coordinates, but KisOur measurement deviates from both solutions as
selev et al.’s predictions are made in polar coordinates, well as the Excel trendline, with a 0.02 arcsecond SEM
and had to be converted to Cartesian coordinates in or- on separation. This suggests that there is systematic
der to make the comparison. In order to adhere to the error in our data. We had used only six of our clearest
astronomical convention of north being down, Scardia images in this analysis, and wondered whether includet al.’s predictions were flipped 180°. The function ing additional images taken on the same evening would
used by Scardia et al. to make their Cartesian coordi- change the result. Analyzing 17 additional images innate predictions is shown in Equation 4:
S

P

S

P

S

P

(

) ( )

RA Velocity

RA Velocity
Error

Dec Velocity

Dec Velocity
Error

Radial
Velocity

Radial Velocity
Error

Primary

22.1

± 0.3

32.4

± 0.4

-8.47

± 0.57

Secondary

-1.4

± 0.1

-42.3

± 0.4

-5.99

± 0.56

Table 6. Linear three-component motion of STF 619’s primary and secondary stars in km/s.
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Figure 8. Various predictions as Cartesian coordinates in arcseconds. Historical measurements since 1950 are in black.

creased the residual from Scardia et al.’s prediction,
while decreasing the residual from Kisselev et al.’s
ephemeris. Further observation and analysis is needed
to determine the stars’ true trajectories.

Future Work
The Our Solar Siblings photometry pipeline was
used to analyze 23 of our images of STF 619. Using six
different photometric algorithms, this pipeline computes the positions (and intensities) of stars within an
image. The DAOPhot method calculates the stars to be
0.084 arcseconds away from Scardia et al.’s linear solution and 0.090 arcseconds from Kisselev et al.’s ephemeris (Stetson, 1987). As previously stated, the AIJ analysis computed the stars to be 0.26 and 0.18 arcseconds
from Scardia et al. and Kisselev et al.’s respective predictions. Because the position according DAOPhot is
closer to both predictions, this suggests that DAOPhot
is better suited for double star systems with a small separation. This is consistent with DAOPhot’s original
purpose: photometric analysis of globular clusters with
overlapping stars. It would be valuable to further research the relative abilities of existing photometry algorithms, for this new understanding may increase the
accuracy of future analyses and therefore measurements.

Conclusions
Kisselev et al. proposed an orbital solution with a
period of 490 centuries for the double star system STF
619. Based on the parallaxes, we found the minimum
distance between the component stars to be one parsec,
which suggests that they are gravitationally independ-

ent. Because the PM ratio of STF 619 was between 0.2
and 0.6, it is unclear from the PM ratio whether STF
619 is a physical system. We made new measurements
of STF 619 and found the separation and position angle
to be 4.04 arcseconds and 158.5°, respectively. Although it seems that Scardia et al.’s linear solution better
fits the past observations of STF 619 than Kisselev et
al.’s orbital ephemeris, Kisselev et al.’s ephemeris better predicts the position of our observation than Scardia
et al.’s linear solution. However, resolving such a close
double is difficult and may cause our measurement to
have relatively high error. Furthermore, it is possible
that the aperture photometry we used to determine the
centroid positions might not be optimal for such a close
double star. The distance between the stars, the escape
velocity of the system, and the Excel trendlines all
strongly suggest gravitational independence.
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